
Riding The CTA Bus
By Aliyah Rich 



I am going on the CTA bus. “CTA” stands for Chicago Transit Authority.
 



The CTA bus is a public transportation bus that I can use to travel
around the city of Chicago.



To ride the CTA bus I may have to wait at a nearby bus stop or bus
shelter. If I am traveling with someone I will stay close to them at all

times. 



Sometimes the bus will come right away. Sometimes I may have to
wait for my bus. I can go to this website to get more information

about when my bus will arrive.
 

http://www.ctabustracker.com/bustime/home.jsp
http://www.ctabustracker.com/bustime/home.jsp
http://www.ctabustracker.com/bustime/home.jsp


When a bus is arriving and stopping at my bus stop it might sound
loud. There may be lots of people getting off and on the bus. 

 



When the bus arrives at my stop, I can make sure it is the correct bus
I am taking. CTA buses take people on specific routes around the city.

Every CTA bus has a number and a name. 
 



If the bus that arrives is correct, I will get on the bus quickly after the
other passengers get off the bus.

 



To ride the CTA bus. I will need a Ventra card or money. 
 



I pay by scanning my card or giving the bus driver money.



After paying, I can find a place to sit or stand.



When I am on the CTA bus I will be safe and respectful to passengers
who are riding the bus with me.

 



When I am on the CTA bus I need to be aware of my safety. If I am
traveling with someone I need to be with them at all times. 

 



If I have any personal belongings, such as a phone or device, I can hold
them or keep them in my pocket for the entire ride.

 



While riding the bus I will use a talking voice and be aware of my
surroundings.



 I will not make loud sounds or touch other people when riding the bus.
 



When traveling on a bus there will be lots of people coming in and out of
the bus at each stop. Sometimes the bus can be very crowded.



If it is too crowded or I feel unsafe I can quietly leave the bus. 
 



The bus has a screen at the front that shows the upcoming stops. When
my stop is next I can pull the string near the windows to alert the bus

driver I want to exit. 
 



When it is time to get off the bus I should wait for the bus to stop and
open its doors.

 



I will make sure that I have all my belongings when I leave the bus.
 



After I leave, I can tell my family and friends about my bus ride.



Thank You For Reading! 

Thank you for reading this social story. We hope to
educate and provide accessibility and inclusion to

everyone!

For any questions or concerns please contact 

Aliyah Rich 
Email : arich@infiniteach.com


